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Colleagues,
 
Good Tuesday morning!
 
Ever find yourself personally close to a news story - or close to a newsmaker you're
covering? And despite those ties, you need to soldier on?
 
There's no doubt that has happened to many of the experienced journalists among our
Connecting colleagues - and if it applies to you, please share your story, just as Connie
Farrow did for today's edition.
 
The 15-year anniversary last Friday of the deaths of Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan, his son
Randy and the governor's campaign adviser Chris Sifford evoked such memories in
Farrow, who was working as an AP St. Louis newswoman when the plane carrying the
three crashed just three weeks before the general election. Carnahan, a Democrat, was
challenging Sen. John Ashcroft for U.S. Senate in one of the most hotly contested races in
the country, and the three were en route to a campaign appearance when the twin-engine
Cessna went down. 

Her memories follow:
 



Gov. Mel Carnahan at podium, his campaign adviser Chris Sifford at left.

Connie Farrow (Email) - The St. Louis Cardinals had just lost the NLCS to the New York
Mets, when my home phone rang. I assumed St. Louis Correspondent Jim Salter was
calling for help with local game color. We were short staffed due to the national
presidential debate taking place the next day at Washington University in St. Louis. I could
not have been more wrong.
 
A plane had crashed in southern Jefferson County, Salter said. His voice was soft, as
though he didn't want to say the words out loud. My first thought was that he wanted me
to go to the crash site but was reluctant to ask.
 
"No. I can¹t let you go to this one, Connie," he replied.
 
There was an awkward pause, and then he said it: "We think it's Gov. Carnahan's plane,
and we think Chris was on board. I'm sorry, but there doesn't appear to be any survivors."

mailto:cfarrow01@sbcglobal.net


Chris Sifford, who was a top aide to Governor Carnahan, was
my longtime friend. We had met in 1987 at a quadruple
homicide in the Ozarks.
 
I was working for the Springfield News-Leader. Chris was with
KTTS radio. We became instant friends. I had been to his
family's home in Puxico; and he had spent weekends with my
family at Lake of the Ozarks.
 
I had talked to Chris the night before and knew that he was
traveling with the governor. I prayed he hadn¹t gotten on the
plane, but deep inside I knew.
 

AP was still working to get confirmation that it was Carnahan's plane and that there were
no survivors. I dialed Chris' cell over and over. Each time it went to voice mail, my plea got
more demanding until finally I was screaming so loudly for him to pick up that my
neighbor knocked on my door.
 
I went to the bureau, where newsman David Scott was taking dictation from Salter, who
was now at the crash site along with photographer James Finley. Newswoman Tracy Angel
had come in too and was working to secure confirmation that it was Carnahan's plane. The
AP and other media were still only reporting that a plane was down, and it was believed to
be carrying the governor. The phones at the seven workstations in our small office rang
non-stop with questions from KAN, NY GEN, media, citizens, friends and even my own
family.
 
It was well after midnight when I called Roy Temple, who was Democratic Party Chair.
Other AP staffers had tried to reach him, but I thought he might answer my call. He and
Chris had been best friends since kindergarten back in Puxico. Temple immediately picked
up but could barely speak. I started crying, too. He finally said, "You need to call Dale."
That was Chris Sifford's father.
 
I had made similar calls to grieving families. This was different. The Siffords were my
family.
 
I worried they would tell me things that they would later regret having published by a wire



service.
 
Dale Sifford's nephew Frank Sifford picked up the phone. I explained that I was calling as a
reporter for The Associated Press and was hoping to ask a few questions that could be
reported in wire services stories.
 
Frank responded that he clearly understood why I was calling and then began to share
what the family had been told.
 
It was just after 1 a.m. when I called KAN to let them know that we had formal
confirmation that Gov. Carnahan, his son Randy Carnahan and Chris Sifford had died when
the plane went down. The AP's confirmation was widely quoted by media around the
world.
 
It was a long night that tested each of us. We all worked together, sharing sources and
information to get the story out.

 



Jean Carnahan mourns her husband at funeral services for the governor,
attended by President Clinton, Hillary Clinton and Vice President Al Gore
and Tipper Gore.

EDITOR'S NOTE:  Lieutenant Governor Roger Wilson succeeded Carnahan as Missouri's
governor, serving until the end of his gubernatorial term in January 2001. Because the
state's election law would not allow Carnahan's name to be removed from the November
7, 2000, ballot, Wilson appointed his widow, Jean Carnahan, to become the new
Democratic candidate.  A Senate first, Carnahan posthumously won by a 2 per cent margin.
Jean Carnahan was then appointed to the Senate and served until November 2002, when
she was narrowly defeated. Ashcroft later was appointed U.S. attorney general by
President George W. Bush and was serving in that post at the time of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks.
 
Scott Charton, former AP Jefferson City and Columbia correspondent, was among those



heavily involved in coverage and wrote a well-played story on Carnahan a week after the
crash.  He wrote a well-played remembrance of Carnahan that began:
 
By SCOTT CHARTON of The Associated Press
 
EDITOR'S NOTE - Scott Charton, correspondent for The Associated Press, has covered Mel
Carnahan in the Missouri Capitol and on the campaign trail since 1989. These are his
personal reflections on the governor, who was killed in a plane crash Monday along with
his son Randy and political adviser Chris Sifford.
 
JEFFERSON CITY -I first met Mel Carnahan soon after arriving at the Missouri Capitol in
October 1989. But he was so low-key, for the life of me I can't recall the date or the
details.
 
That was Mel Carnahan. A presence, not a promoter.
 
Still he became familiar to me, climbing the Senate dais every morning as lieutenant
governor. In his country-tinged cadence, calling the ambling senators into orderly session,
introducing the chaplain, leading the Pledge of Allegiance. Routine, but constant.
 
Click here for a link to the story as it appeared in the Columbia Daily Tribune, and began:
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AP accidentally links to video of cat dressed like pirate
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AP Politics, an Associated Press Twitter account with more than 55,000 followers,
inadvertently linked to a video of a cat in a pirate costume in lieu of a story about CIA
Director John Brennan's personal email account.
 
Here's the tweet (since deleted), via Gawker's Gabrielle Bluestone:
 



 

The link took readers to a video posted by R&B artist Tyrese Gibson on Facebook showing
a cat in pirate regalia slowly advancing on the videographer.
 
The AP quickly caught the error and issued another tweet, which was apparently less
popular than its earlier effort:
 
Click here for a link to this story.
 
-0-
 

Leads, leads and more leads
 
Mike Feinsilber - I don't know if this was the best lead I ever wrote, but it is the best
one that I wrote and remember. It was written in 1999, in the midst  of the S&L crisis
when 1,043 savings and loan associations failed and the government closed hundreds
more:
 
            WASHINGTON (AP) - Say what you will about the S&L crisis, it's done wonders for
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the ampersand.
                                               
-0-
 
Dave Mazzarella - You asked for folks' favorite leads. Here are a few from my working
days: 
 
The first dates from my earliest days at The AP in the Newark, N.J., Bureau, early 60s:
 
NEWARK -- Santa Claus bounded noiselessly into a children's party today. He roared an
imaginary greeting and his magical ho-ho-ho disintegrated in a void. Dozens of kids, all
deaf, yelled with joy.
 
The second was from my days as AP Lisbon correspondent in 1968. Dictator Antonio
Salazar was on what we all thought was his death bed. He had suffered a stroke and
lingered in a coma. I had arranged with his personal doctor to get a secret briefing by
telephone each night. On this night, the doctor said Salazar "just refused" to give up the
ghost. He finally died two years later.
 
LISBON -- The will of iron with which Antonio de Oliveira Salazar ruled a nation and an
empire for 36 years was credited today with his continued defiance of death itself.
 
The third dates from September 1978 while I was at the Bridgewater, N.J., Courier-News, a
Gannett paper. Knowing of my experience with AP in Rome, the Gannett News Service had
sent me to cover the elevation of Cardinal Albino Luciani to be Pope John Paul I. The pope
died in his sleep of an apparent heart attack 33 days after the ceremony. He had charmed
the public with his sunny personality, and was nicknamed "The Smiling Pope." At his
death, the news service asked me for a remembrance:
 
BRIDGEWATER -- It's as if he died of a heart too full of the glorious new life fate had
bestowed upon him.
 
A favorite lead of mine was written by a colleague in the AP Rome Bureau, the great, late
Jim Long. He was assigned to cover the notorious shooting of the movie Cleopatra with
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton in 1963. The shooting dragged on for weeks, with
reporters and paparazzi swarming the scene as Taylor and Burton -- both married to



others -- cavorted lustily.
 
Jim's four-word lead on the last day of shooting:
 
At last the asp.
 
-0-
 

Dangerous territory
 
George Zucker - In 1967 when I was editor of AP's first statewide radio report in
California, a guy named Averill Berman would call me in Los Angeles with lectures on racist
writing.  If we wrote that police said a suspect was a Negro (an okay term in those days),
Berman would scold me for naming the race, or for even using the story. The infamous
Watts riots in Los Angeles just two years earlier had left racial scars that were far from
healed, so I appreciated Berman's help in ridding our report of occasional insensitive
lapses.
 
Berman was widely affiliated with leftist causes as a reporter for KGFJ, a black-oriented
radio station, and claimed to hold a doctorate in history from Columbia University. I
mentally rolled my eyes the day he asked me to watch for his op-ed piece in The Los
Angeles Times. My doubts vanished when I read his promised article in the Sunday paper.
Berman also claimed a friendship with Vice President Hubert Humphrey and that
Humphrey wanted to meet with him on his next campaign visit to Los Angeles. I was at the
airport the day Humphrey arrived and saw him call out to Berman in the crowd. They
embraced like old friends.

Berman was well-known in the black community and was proud of being called a "blue-
eyed soul brother." He often monitored the police radio at night and drove around visiting
crime scenes to see that no police mistreatment of blacks was afoot. It would be later
revealed that his patrol companion on most nights was the estranged wife of Stan Duke of
KNXT-TV, one of the first black sports announcers in Los Angeles.
 
After I moved to Hawaii as bureau chief in Honolulu, I was saddened to read news reports
of Berman's tragic end. One Saturday night in 1971 after his 11 p.m. newscast, Duke, 34,



went to his wife's home to talk about reconciling. But when he looked into a bedroom
window and saw her with Berman, 51, Duke went home to his apartment in West
Hollywood to get a 30-30 hunting rifle and a small handgun.
 
After Duke broke into his wife's house, police said, Berman hid in the bedroom closet
while Duke and his wife struggled over the rifle. Duke pulled away and shot Berman
through the closet door. Berman staggered from the closet and went into the bathroom
where Duke shot him dead with the revolver. Duke's wife fled to a neighbor's home and
called police. The cops found Duke sitting quietly on the front steps. "It took me 17 years
to get where I am," Duke told arresting officers. "I blew it all away tonight!"
 
Duke was convicted of second-degree murder and spent three years in prison. He called
his conviction "a Northern lynching," and said: "When you're in another guy's bed with his
wife, it's dangerous territory!" Duke was paroled in 1974. His second marriage lasted 25
years until his death at 70 of a heart attack.
 
-0-

Koch brothers donations

Paul Harrington - You mention in the (Monday) Connecting story that the Koch
brothers have donated $900 million to the Republican causes but over looked that they
are 48th in donations. Somehow you missed that they were out spent by George Soros
(19th) and many unions (SEIU 1st) supporting the Democratic side.
 
I'm sure it was an accident.

-0-
 

The Old Fitz Club
 



 
John Lumpkin - Thanks to Paul for including the account of the memorial to Jim Mangan
this past weekend at the Headliners Foundation annual luncheon in Austin, Texas.  Here is
some additional context.
 
The Headliners Club in Austin is the top downtown professional dining club in Texas'
capital and, unlike its counterparts in metro areas elsewhere, has a journalism flavor to its
60-year-old existence. Its members - lawyers, civic types, business leaders, etc., plus
journalism professionals - support the Headliners Foundation with a portion of monthly
dues- the Foundation's mission being supporting "excellence in journalism" in Texas.
 
Years ago, Jim no doubt had Headliner lunches with the Austin correspondent or the
Austin member. Atop an office tower, there is a clear view of the pink-granite Texas
Capitol.
 
When I arrived as bureau chief in 1982, the revered long-time AP capitol correspondent,
Garth Jones, and the Austin photographer, a true character named Ted Powers
(nicknamed outside his presence as "Mumbles'), made sure I respected their daily
appointment at noon at Headliners at what they called the "Old Fitz Club."
 
So, on an early trip to Austin, I joined the two of them, an editor or two from the Austin
American-Statesman, officials from UT-Austin like the director of the Longhorn band and
an invited politico or two for their liquid lunch.
 
At the risk of violating Powers' standing advice that "a long story is not necessarily a good
story," I have the following, which requires context. (God, I hope it's remotely interesting.)
 
The beverage served was an Old Fashioned made with Old Fitzgerald Bourbon or that
libation on the rocks. I know this may sound curious to my contemporaries, but I passed
after the first one. Sure enough, Powers, the nominal ring-leader, adjourned the meeting
at 12:50 p.m. so everybody could get back to work at 1 p.m.  As he was wont to do, he
rapped on the table, and said, "Opportunity knocks," meaning to the journalists there



might be a story out there that needed to be covered.
 
Fast forward to last Friday night. As a relatively new governor of the Headliners
Foundation, I, along with Eileen, was treated by two long-time members and their spouses
to a dinner that began with beverages in the same room as the "Old Fitz Club" met years
ago. It's now the informal bar.
 
The Old Fitz Club was particular; it apparently had to be the Old Fitz from the original
Pappy Van Winkle legacy, which drifted away in the 1990s when the name was sold. So I
was told, the Headliners bought as much inventory as possible of the "true" Old Fitz. It
turned out that Eileen and our hosts this past Friday night became aware that the stash of
the true "Old Fitzgerald" had dwindled down to the dregs of the last bottle, so they
decided it was their duty to finish it.
 
That happened and now the empty bottle will be mounted on the wall in the space where
the Old Fitz Club met. I will be paying for a plaque that will commemorate Garth and Ted
that will go next to the dead soldier.
 
Mike Holmes adds:
 
John's pretty well nailed it. About all I could add are a couple of personal observations:
 
You'd always find an interesting mix of folks around the Old Fitz table, typically a former
LBJ aide or two along with any number of former Texas officeholders. My first invitation
came from Garth and Ted -- but not until I'd been the Austin correspondent for several
months. (I'm pretty sure they wanted to make sure the new guy was going to work out
before they invited him for a drink with whiskey in it.)
 
-0-
 

Memory inspired by Bill Crider
 
Jim Hood - Inspired by Bill Crider, I studied a mush-mouthed handout from a local USDA
research lab and came up with:
 



"You might soon be able to get a no-sweat shirt. Scientists at the USDA say they have
developed a fabric that acts as a deodorant."
 
And this (spellings were accurate in the original, these are from memory):
 
"THIBODAUX, La. (AP) -- Police here are on the look-out for Tommy Thibodeaux, who
escaped from the LaFourche Parish jail Saturday night, sheriff Pierre Thibodeau said."
 
I included an editor's note that all three spellings were accurate, although it really wasn't
necessary to do so in Louisiana.  
 
-0-
 

Raleigh Allsbrook pranked by the bad boys
 
Gene Herrick - In reference to Susan Clark's remembrance of Raleigh Allsbrook, I
remember him as a writer on the nightside in the Cleveland bureau 1945-46.
 
Raleigh had a very quiet personality, and generally stayed to himself.  The others on that
shift, including me, were rather on the opposite side of quiet, and often prankish.
 
One quiet evening, the bad boys decided to prank Raleigh, who usually took a train home. 
We moved the hands of the office clock ahead until his quitting time.  Allsbrook, got up,
put on his coat and left.  We then returned the hands of the clock to the correct time.
 
Shortly, Allsbrook called from the depot, and sheepishly explained that he must have left
early by accident.  Whoever handled the call reaffirmed the guilt, and quietly hung up. 
 
The next night, he was even quieter, but did double check the correct time for departure.
 
-0-
 

When does a person become 'elderly'
 



Jim Limbach - Here's one you might like to throw out there: When does a person
become "elderly," (a word the AP seems to love)?
 
Elderly, IMHO, connotes frailty or infirmity, conditions many on the Connecting mailing
list, I believe, would reject.
 
So, are we older, senior, seasoned, elderly?
 
 

News of The Associated Press
 

Vivian Salama named AP deputy political editor
 
AP Washington Bureau Chief Sally Buzbee announced a key appointment, sending this
memo to her staff.
 
I'm very pleased to let you know that Vivian Salama, AP's current Baghdad bureau chief,
will join us in early December as deputy political editor.

Vivian brings a unique background in foreign policy, national
politics and major breaking news, along with strong cross-
platform experience, to the bureau and to our coverage of the
2016 campaign.
 
She has worked as both a television and print journalist,
focusing most recently on the Middle East and covering stories
that include Egypt's historic presidential election, the
resurgence of violence in Iraq and drone deaths in Yemen. As
Baghdad bureau chief, she has served as senior reporter and
also has led a team of reporters, photographers, video
journalists and support staff covering the country.
 

Before heading to the Mideast in 2003, Vivian worked as a producer for NBC and ABC
News in New York, covering New York state and city elections, including Hillary Clinton's



Senate race, as well as state elections in New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. On the day of the 9/11 attacks, she produced breaking news coverage for
WNBC in New York. She also covered Michael Bloomberg's 2001 mayoral campaign and
election, and the 2002 trial and conviction of Providence's mayor for racketeering and
corruption.
 
In addition to strong reporting and writing, she is a talented editor, exceptionally skilled at
identifying and pulling distinctive reporting angles out of the chaos of daily spot news.
 
Vivian is from New City, New York. She is a graduate of Rutgers University in New Jersey
and holds a master's degree in Middle East and Islamic Studies from Columbia University.
 
After moving to the Middle East, she was a freelancer for AP Television from 2004 to 2006.
She went on to report in Pakistan, and then opened the Bloomberg bureau in Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates. Vivian also has appeared as a commentator on BBC and NPR,
among others, and has contributed to Newsweek, the Daily Beast, Rolling Stone and the
Atlantic.
 
Click here for a link to this story.
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Lou Ferrara leaves AP for Bankrate.com
 
Politico:  After 10 years at The Associated Press, Lou Ferrara will start a new job next
week: chief content officer of Bankrate.com.
 
Ferrara said he took the job because it's a larger role and focuses on personal finance - a
passion of his since he started his career as a business reporter.
 
Ferrara, most recently AP's vice president for content verticals, digital news products and
social media, said Bankrate is at a turning point. Like many companies, it will be focused
on social media, mobile, millennials and the sharing economy.
 
He added that Bankrate is rich with data and there is so much to be scoured that is going
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to inform the product.
 
At the AP, Ferrara's teams launched automated writing software, virtual reality storytelling
and new technologies related to user-generated content.
 
"I'm going to miss AP," Ferrara said. "We pushed a lot of innovations...which is part of
what led Bankrate to me. When you're surrounded by people, some who are risking and
losing their lives, how can you help but not feeling privileged to come to work everyday
and work your hardest?"
 
Ferrara is an advisory board member of both The Poynter Institute and the Shirley Povich
Center for Sports Journalism. He received his undergraduate degree in journalism from
the University of Maryland.
 
Click here for a link to this story.
 
 

The women in the van
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Ahead of the Democratic presidential primary debate in Las Vegas, 18 of the female
reporters who cover Hillary Clinton gathered for a snapshot at the Wynn Hotel. The group
assembled - pulled over for a photo in the midst of live shots, interviews and filing stories -
are just a portion of the dozens of women who are regularly on the Clinton trail. Top row
(from left): Heidi Przybyla, USA Today; Anita Kumar, McClatchy Newspapers; Hannah
Fraser-Chanpong, CBS News; Lisa Lerer, Associated Press; Anne Gearan, The Washington
Post; Monica Alba, NBC News; Amanda Becker, Reuters; Annie Linskey, The Boston Globe;
Nancy Cordes, CBS News; Ruby Cramer, BuzzFeed; and Jennifer Epstein, Bloomberg News.
Bottom row (from left): Annie Karni, POLITICO; Brianna Keilar, CNN; Tamara Keith, NPR; Liz
Kreutz, ABC News; Emily Schultheis, National Journal; Andrea Mitchell, NBC/MSNBC; and
Amy Chozick, The New York Times. | Photo: Jeff Green for POLITICO
 
By HADAS GOLD
Politico
 
A few dozen reporters who regularly cover Hillary Clinton gathered last August to watch
the first GOP debate at her headquarters in Brooklyn. MSNBC's Alex Seitz-Wald stopped
for a moment and looked around.
 



A second later, he realized what seemed strange: He was the only man in the room.
 
At least 18 national media outlets have female reporters on the Clinton beat, across print,
online, radio and TV, according to a POLITICO survey. Some, such as NBC, have as many as
three. Local outlets in Iowa and New Hampshire have female reporters on Clinton, as well.
No one can remember a political press corps this heavily female.
 
"If you go back to 'The Boys on the Bus,' there were so few women," said NBC's Andrea
Mitchell, referring to Timothy Crouse's seminal look at the fratlike atmosphere on the
campaign trail, circa 1972.
 
Click here to read more.
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Kevin Merida Named Editor-in-Chief for "The Undefeated"- ESPN Site on
Sports, Race and Culture
 

Kevin Merida, managing editor at The Washington
Post, has been named editor-in-chief for "The
Undefeated," ESPN's upcoming site that will
provide in-depth reporting, commentary and
insight on race and culture through the lens of
sports. Merida will be a senior vice president and
responsible for the editorial direction, tone and
policies of the site, and provide oversight for key
initiatives undertaken by "The Undefeated." He will

report directly to Marie Donoghue, ESPN Executive Vice President for Global Strategy and
Original Content, and be based in Washington, D.C.
 
At The Washington Post, Merida serves as managing editor for news, features and The
Post's Universal News Desk since February 2013. He helped lead The Post's digital
transformation that has resulted in one of the largest increases in audience growth of any
media outlet in the country over the last two years. Merida oversaw key sections -
National, Foreign, Metro, Business, Sports, Investigations, Outlook, Style, Travel, Food,
Local Living and Weekend/Going Out Guide and The Washington Post Magazine. Merida is
the first African American to hold a managing editor position at The Post. During his
tenure, The Post won three Pulitzer Prizes.
 
Click here to read more.
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Five tips for writers on how to work well with editors (JackLimpert.com)
 
By Bill O'Sullivan
 
In addition to my day job as senior managing editor of the Washingtonian, I've been
teaching the personal essay at the Writer's Center in Bethesda, Maryland, for more than
20 years. I always say that being an editor makes me a better teacher, and being a teacher

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bAYshFhP_tNuYHDa65zaw4xfgthYR_MzQatROuCieE70o1qAF_eSvJXUskxWMXIreeFQVnek0OXwODXsGuaNpdxmAUqvJLxXj2ufA_-TH8wFLGyG7jdcurAZs0JqG-IEzfrF0EP8IMU6EiKJIs9hXUjStj6TWQ8jdoU_qFM1pREiI9au6ZPOETUYwI_ctlPIlq9RNLJAWFJJXCo-gVicy8DasbtVEmfRMvTNzSoUbLzHjGLXQ-tXCZr3hSpNNqytg8Zpfvoj553ifqaGz8vnIqTsMZuIuu6zSZx_b-scqqP-S4GxJh837PnQBzvafRDMBG98T4BnrTl8gFAh02UmPQ==&c=2kudkzq95HMBJUpwSmw_nVVPKKb17DmiJNnSvP7lTSC5IdLDPwnsLA==&ch=BknJCWUBwRRRj-VSbJIrwKFV13nbymSbh2TR-9C3P5oeuj85a8FiGg==


makes me a better editor. Because of my magazine job, I can talk with students about the
realities of the marketplace along with the best way to tell their personal stories. My
teaching, in turn, has made me more sensitive to writers' attachment to their work and
more aware of how I communicate with them. In a future post, I'll offer thoughts on how
editors can best work with writers. First, here are suggestions for writers on how to work
well with editors.
 
Click here to read more.
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McClellan: Stepping into a Woody Allen movie  (St. Louis Post-Dispatch)

  
By Bill McClellan
 
Not long after my recent semiretirement, I stepped into a Woody Allen movie. I was
diagnosed with a relatively rare cancer - cancer of the bile ducts.
 
Bile ducts? I know as little about human anatomy as I do about cars. I might as well have
been told my U-joints were bad. Is it serious?
 
In my case, yes. I have a tumor in my liver. The tumor has encased an artery and is
currently inoperable. Perhaps chemotherapy will shrink the tumor and allow doctors to
remove it. Perhaps not.
 
If a child, or the parent of a child, gets a dread disease, it is a tragedy. When my sister died
of breast cancer at 37 and left two small children without a mom, it was heartbreaking.
 
But at a certain age, tragedy morphs into dark comedy. That best describes my case.
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bAYshFhP_tNuYHDa65zaw4xfgthYR_MzQatROuCieE70o1qAF_eSvJXUskxWMXIrYNVM9ogD4ABWImxhIA7K5oIMFmP-RLHR9g9FtxefkH7IQAuZu15wCmGWrqgdlwgbNf4bP1zvKkTEN3uhdDdnSIjrdBkTdLqZyl8OcF0pXFqis2HAPJDtuoie8Zl0s_mSR8snXOZOTzwuzAnzCCAh-tmpO2vdrTYoFyAtZsByYTQ6_G35_3q6EGN5wQYL23kr8q2rN5vAmwQ=&c=2kudkzq95HMBJUpwSmw_nVVPKKb17DmiJNnSvP7lTSC5IdLDPwnsLA==&ch=BknJCWUBwRRRj-VSbJIrwKFV13nbymSbh2TR-9C3P5oeuj85a8FiGg==


Click here to read more.
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Republicans to charge media to cover 2016 convention  (AP)
 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Representatives for news organizations who plan to cover next
summer's convention are protesting a move by the Republican National Committee to
charge news media organizations a $150 access fee for seats on the press stand.
 
Seats on risers constructed for newspapers, magazines, wire services and online print
publications have been awarded without charge in the past. Representatives for daily and
periodical press galleries in the Capitol protested Monday that the media "should not be
charged to cover elected officials at an event of enormous interest to the public."
 
The four-day event will be held in Cleveland's Quicken Loans Arena.
 
"We are concerned that the proposed fee smacks of forcing the press to pay for news
gathering," said Heather Rothman, chairwoman of the Executive Committee of Periodical
Correspondents, and Jonathan D. Salant, chairman of the Standing Committee of
Correspondents. "We urge the (GOP convention committee) to follow the precedent of
previous conventions of both parties and drop plans for an access fee so the press can
continue to inform the public about a major news event."
 
Click here to read more.
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Today in History - October 20, 2015
 
By The Associated Press
 
Today is Tuesday, October 20, the 293rd day of 2015. There are 72 days left in the year.



Today's Highlight in History:

On October 20, 1965, in one of the more colorful moments of his presidency, Lyndon B.
Johnson, recovering from gall bladder surgery at Bethesda Naval Medical Center, pulled
up his shirt and jacket to show off his abdominal scar to reporters and photographers.
(Although critics were appalled by the display, Johnson later said he was trying to dispel
rumors that he'd actually been operated on for cancer.)

On this date:

In 1714, the coronation of Britain's King George I took place in Westminster Abbey.

In 1803, the U.S. Senate ratified the Louisiana Purchase.

In 1914, "Stay Down Here Where You Belong," an antiwar song by Irving Berlin, was
published by Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co. in New York.

In 1936, Helen Keller's teacher, Anne Sullivan Macy, died in Forest Hills, New York, at age
70.

In 1944, during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur stepped ashore at Leyte (LAY'-tee)
in the Philippines, 2 1/2 years after saying, "I shall return." A series of gas storage tank
explosions and fires in Cleveland killed 130 people.

In 1947, the House Un-American Activities Committee opened hearings into alleged
Communist influence and infiltration in the U.S. motion picture industry.

In 1964, the 31st president of the United States, Herbert C. Hoover, died in New York at
age 90.

In 1968, former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy married Greek shipping magnate Aristotle
Onassis.



In 1973, in the so-called "Saturday Night Massacre," special Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox was dismissed and Attorney General Elliot L. Richardson and Deputy
Attorney General William B. Ruckelshaus resigned.

In 1981, a bungled armored truck robbery carried out by members of radical groups in
Nanuet, New York, left a guard and two police officers dead.

In 1990, three members of the rap group 2 Live Crew were acquitted by a jury in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, of violating obscenity laws with an adults-only concert in nearby
Hollywood the previous June.

In 2011, Moammar Gadhafi, 69, Libya's dictator for 42 years, was killed as revolutionary
fighters overwhelmed his hometown of Sirte (SURT) and captured the last major bastion
of resistance two months after his regime fell.

Ten years ago: U.S. Rep. Tom DeLay turned himself in at the sheriff's office in Travis
County, Texas, where he was fingerprinted, photographed and released on $10,000 bail on
conspiracy and money-laundering charges. (DeLay was convicted in 2010, but had his
convictions overturned on appeal.) A defense lawyer in Saddam Hussein's mass murder
trial was abducted from his office and found murdered hours later. Jazz pianist and
vocalist Shirley Horn died in Washington, D.C. at age 71.

Five years ago: Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (ah-muh-DEE'-neh-zhahd) and
visiting Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez hailed what they called their strong strategic
relationship, saying they were united in efforts to establish a "new world order" that
would eliminate Western dominance over global affairs. NPR fired news analyst Juan
Williams after he talked about feeling nervous on airline flights with people in Muslim
attire during an interview on Fox News Channel. Bob Guccione, 79, founder of Penthouse
magazine, died in Plano, Texas.

One year ago: The White House said former Nazis should not have been collecting Social
Security benefits as they aged overseas as it responded to an Associated Press



investigation that revealed millions of dollars had been paid to war-crimes suspects and
former SS guards forced out of the U.S. Police investigating the slayings of seven
northwestern Indiana women said they believed it was the work of a serial killer. (Suspect
Darren Vann has been charged with two deaths; police said he has confessed to all seven
slayings.) New York's Metropolitan Opera opened "The Death of Klinghoffer" amid
protests that the work glorified Palestinian terrorists. Fashion designer Oscar de la
Renta, 82, died in Kent, Connecticut. Rene Burri, 81, a Swiss photographer best known for
his black-and-white portraits of Communist revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Guevara and
painter Pablo Picasso, died in Zurich.

Today's Birthdays: Actor William Christopher is 83. Japan's Empress Michiko is 81.
Rockabilly singer Wanda Jackson is 78. Former actress Rev. Mother Dolores Hart is 77.
Singer Tom Petty is 65. Actor William "Rusty" Russ is 65. Actress Melanie Mayron is 63.
Actor Bill Nunn is 63. Retired MLB All-Star Keith Hernandez is 62. Sen. Sheldon
Whitehouse, D-R.I., is 60. Movie director Danny Boyle is 59. Former Labor Secretary Hilda
Solis is 58. Actor Viggo Mortensen is 57. Rock musician Jim Sonefeld (Hootie & The
Blowfish) is 51. Rock musician David Ryan is 51. Rock musician Doug Eldridge (Oleander) is
48. Political commentator and blogger Michelle Malkin is 45. Actor Kenneth Choi is 44.
Rapper Snoop Lion (formerly Snoop Dogg) is 44. Singer Dannii Minogue is 44. Singer Jimi
Westbrook (country goup Little Big Town) is 44. Country musician Jeff Loberg is 39. Actor
Sam Witwer is 38. Actor John Krasinski is 36. Rock musician Daniel Tichenor (Cage the
Elephant) is 36. Actress Katie Featherston is 33. Actress Jennifer Nicole Freeman is 30.

Thought for Today: "Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don

 
 

Got a story to share?
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Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't
keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye
Olde Connecting Editor. And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service

spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 
Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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